Kennedy Administration

**ACROSS**

2 Kennedy was a ____. This was an obstacle he needed to overcome in order to get elected.

9 Many Americans doubted that JFK had the ____ to hold the nation's highest office.

11 Because of his razor thin victory Kennedy entered office without a strong ___.

12 What American company did JFK enter into a conflict with early in his presidency?

14 Kennedy's actions breathed new life into this organization.

15 JFK won the election by a very ____ margin.

19 Reduced atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons.

20 Term used to describe the energetic, idealistic image of the JFK White House.

22 Led the investigation into the death of President Kennedy.


26 JFK had tremendous difficulty getting his proposals passed by _____.

28 Kennedy inspired many Americans with his ____ ______.

29 The First American to walk on the Moon.

**DOWN**

1 Killed the President's assassin.

3 Kennedy assassin.

4 One of several reasons why JFK won the Election of 1960.

5 This reflects one JFK victory in his effort to aid the poor.

6 Provided JFK with the necessary money and connections to win in 1960.

7 Kennedy used this tool to get initiatives passed without Congressional support.

8 This Michael Harrington book revealed that too many Americans were living in poverty.

10 JFK won the Pulitzer Prize when he authored this book.

11 JFK's attempt to provide ____ ____ to the elderly failed in Congress.

13 The name given to Kennedy's domestic proposals.

16 JFK's actions would allow Americans to ____ at age 62.

17 Voted for Kennedy in extraordinary numbers.

18 Kennedy wanted to use this tactic to improve the economy.

20 Nixon served as Vice President to this President.

21 JFK Vice President.

23 The first American to orbit the Earth.

27 LBJ delivered this part of the country in the election of 1960.